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DISASTER
PREVENTION AWARENESS

famıly
dısaster
plan

In order to prepare a family disaster plan, please
mark relevant boxes with “x” for each
below-mentioned task you have completed
with your family.
We have identified hazards which may lead to
emergencies or disasters with our household. In
order to carry out such a task, we have learned about
the disaster types which have occurred or may occur
in the future in our surroundings.
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We have completed a “Danger Hunt” in our house.
We have learned the places of and how to shut down
the power switch, and turn off water and gas valves.
We have learned that we should not use things that
might cause fire such as lighters or matches until we
are certain that there is no gas leak after disaster.
We have a smoke detector in our house and we
change its battery twice a year (when daylight saving
time starts and daylight saving time ends).
We have placed emergency phone numbers next to
our telephone. We have learned how and when to
call these numbers. For example: 112 Emergency
Aid; 155 Police; 110 Fire Brigade etc.
We have learned that we should use our phones only
during emergencies after a disaster and we should
use television and radio devices for receiving
information.
We have designated two relatives or friends who live
in and out of our city. We have learned the phone
numbers of these relatives or friends and agreed that
the household must call these people in case of
separation from each other during the disaster.
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We have completed the drill of this plan on ………………… We
have decided to do such drills at certain intervals in order
to acquire the right behavior pattern during earthquakes.

We are informed about the Red Crescent’s courses on
Disaster Prevention Awareness and First Aid.
We have determined two different meeting areas if we are
not together during a disaster. One of them is close to our
house and the other one is away from our house as there
is a possibility that we may not be able to go back to our
house during a disaster.

Please learn how to protect yourself and how to cope
with disasters by making a plan beforehand. Please start
this line of action with a list like the one below. After talking
to your family, please prepare a disaster plan together. Put
the plan in a place where everybody can see it. Please
make sure that each member of the family is included in
your Family Disaster Plan when developing the plan.

We have learned how we could get special help for old
and handicapped people. We have identified safe places
during an earthquake for people who cannot move [for
instance, places which are away from closets that may fall
over or glass that may be broken].

FAMILY DISASTER PLAN

Our neighbors will be the first ones who come for our
help in disasters. We and our neighbors have agreed on
beforehand what we can do for each other and how we
can help each other during a disaster.

Disasters may occur anytime and
anywhere; they may appear suddenly
and this might be frightening for you and
your family. You may have to leave your
house. Moreover, institutions that are in
charge in the case of disaster, might not
cover your needs immediately after a
disaster. Therefore, you need to draw up
a family disaster plan that covers an at
least 3-day period (first 72 hours) that is
called golden hours.

We put our belongings, which we may need during the
first hours after a disaster, to an easily accessible place.
These preparations are made according to the region we
live in, our needs, and facilitation of easy transport.
We have planned how we should cover our water, food
and toilet needs efficiently for three days.
We put hand our flashlights and slippers close to our bed.

FAMILY DISASTER PLAN CONTACT INFORMATION

We have purchased a fire extinguisher to our house and
learned how to use it.

Meeting Area (A)
……………………………………………………………………………………

We have prepared our first aid kit.

outside your house

Meeting Area (B)
………………………………………………………………………………...…

We have completed this plan on ………………… We have
decided to revise this plan once every six months.

out of your district

Address ………………………………………………………………………..
..............................................................................................
Head of the Family...............................................
..................
Telephone (
)……………………………………………during the day
(
)……………………………………………………. at night

We have completed the drill of this plan on ………………… We
have decided to do such drills at certain intervals in order
to acquire the right behavior pattern during earthquakes.
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MITIGATION OF
NON-STRUCTURAL
HAZARDS

(MNSH)

AT HOMES and WORKPLACES
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Non-structural elements may be damaged or
endanger people during an earthquake. This damage
or hazard (risk) is called non-structural hazard.

m

The risk mitigation process is defined as Mitigation of
Non-Structural Hazards (MNSH).
There are many ways to mitigate non-structural
hazards.
These include simple precautions that can be taken
by anyone as well as complex precautions that
require professional support.
Home: You must identify what may endanger you
through flying, slipping or falling during an earthquake
by walking around your house room by room. The
places where you spend time the most must be
checked. What must be done must be arranged as a
list and followed diligently until all danger elements
are eliminated. This is called Earthquake Danger Hunt.
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During an Earthquake Danger Hunt, a to-do list is
prepared and priorities are identified;

Please note that it is important to fix these objects
with the right material and in the right way.

Furnishings which may cause

Beds and furnishings placed in front of a window
must be relocated and placed away from a
window.

Vital danger
(for example; wardrobes near beds),
Economic losses
(for example; computers, audio systems),
And embellish your home or that are important to you
(for example; statues, trinkets)
must be fixed or placed at a distance with no risk of
damage.

Heavy objects placed at a high
place must not be lowered to a
height that is lower than the head
level of the shortest person at the
house or the work place.

Consider the Following Before Starting the MNSH
Process:
Think about the places where your family
members or colleagues spend time the most
and what kind of dangers may arise.
Objects whose heights are bigger than their
widths or depths may fall over.

Furniture, including kitchen
cupboards, must be fixed to
the walls tightly. Books must
be prevented from falling
down from bookshelves.

Heavy objects which are placed at high places
may fall down.
Objects placed at slippery surfaces or objects
with wheels may slide.
Objects may crash against each other while
moving in different directions.

Clamps should be affixed to
all cabinet doors in order to
prevent them from opening
during quakes.

First, please note that you can mitigate hazards
by changing the places of your belongings.
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Bottled gas and all kinds of gas tanks should be
fixed to their place.

Flammable, explosive or
toxic materials must be
controlled and stored in
a safe place.

LIDS rules must be applied to inflammable liquids:
Domestic appliances, water heaters, heating stoves
and their pipes must be tightly fixed.

LIMIT
Store in limited quantity.
ISOLATE
Store in closed containers and keep these
containers in closed cabinets.
DISPOSE OF

Lightening equipment must be fixed to the ceiling
and all heavy objects must be fixed.

Duly dispose of the materials that you do not need.
SEPERATE
Do not keep the materials which are dangerous
together in one place. For example, chlorine and
ammonia.

Heavy and important electronic devices and
machinery used at your work place must also be
fixed.

In the Kocaeli Gölcük Earthquake of
1999, 3% of deaths and 50% of injuries
occurred as a result of non-structural
.
hazards.

Screws must be placed at a
level higher than the desks at
the work place.
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PROMOTING
SAFE
CONDUCT
AND PRINCIPLES
AT HOMES and WORKPLACES
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INDOORS:
Get down on your knees
and get under a table or
desk nearby.
Cover yourself as much as
possible; protect your
face and eyes by propping
them against your arm.
Keep your position until
the danger is over or until
objects stop falling down.
Turn off the stove.
Leave items such as
cooking pots, etc. in the
sink.
Apply indoor principles.
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HALLWAY:

CAR:
Slow down and turn on your flashlights when
you sense the quake. Do not leave your car.
After the quake is over, drive your car to a safe
place and park.
Check the flow of traffic and act accordingly.
Do not go under bridges and interchanges;
keep away from buildings and electric poles.

Kneel down to the bottom of
internal walls and protect
your head and neck with your
arms by closing up.
Keep your position and
protect yourself without
swaying.
OUTDOORS:
Keep
away
from
buildings, energy lines,
walls and other places
where something might
fall over you.

ELEVATOR:
Stop and get out of the elevator
at the floor level by pushing the
STOP button. Apply principles
related to hallways.
If you cannot stop the elevator
at the floor level, get down on
your knees and close up in the
elevator; do not move until the
shock is over.

Get down on your knees and
protect your head and neck
with your arms by closing up.
Try to keep yourself in the same
position until the danger is over.
STAIRCASE:

After the shock is over, stop the elevator at the
floor level and get out.
Keep calm if the elevator does not stop at the
floor level; breathe slowly and use the air
inside the elevator economically. Push the
emergency button and call for help.
Try to catch somebody’s attention by making
noise.

Sit down where you are and
hold the railing with one hand.
Protect your face and eyes by propping them
against your arm that holds the railing.
Try to protect your head and neck with your
other hand.
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FIRST 72 GOLDEN HOURS

In the case of evacuation:

Please remember that you need to help
yourself and the people around you during the
first 72 hours until aid and relief teams arrive.

Act according to the
instructions
and
warnings made by
relevant authorities via
media
such
as
speakers, radios, etc.
Try to wear protective
clothes and durable
shoes.
Lock your house or
workplace.

SAFE CONDUCT PRINCIPLES:
Try not to panic. Do not run around under any
circumstances; keep away from balconies,
stairs, and elevators.

Use the evacuation roads identified by
competent authorities.
Evacuate quietly without running but act in a
quick manner.

If you have time:
Inform your friends and relatives about where
you are going.
Help your elderly and handicapped neighbors
who live alone.
Take precautions for your pets as well.

Ensure your own security first, then check if
there is anyone around you seeking help.
Protect your feet, hands, and head.
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Cover your mouth and nose with an item
that can serve as a mask (like a
handkerchief, etc.) against dust.
Evacuate your environment in accordance
with relevant rules.
If you have adequate knowledge of
small-scale research and rescue, try to
rescue others. (Please make sure that you
are trained in small-scale research and
rescue)
If you have adequate knowledge of first aid,
implement first aid procedures on injured
people. (Please make sure that you are
trained for first aid)
Check to see if there is any broken glass,
chemical materials spilled into the
environment or objects in danger of falling
down due to dislocation.
Carry out fire controls. You may try to put
out small fires.
Do not try to put out large-scale fires. Get
away from the area immediately.

Check all gas cylinders,
electricity, water and
natural gas, if any. Switch
them all off from the
main valve, if possible.
Keep away from electric wires that have
fallen on the ground and do not touch
items that are in contact with these wires.
Use a radio with batteries for
listening to the instructions
and information provided by
competent authorities.
While leaving your house, take
your medicine, identity card
and seasonal clothes with you.
Do not drive to reach your loved ones. A
traffic jam will prevent ambulances, fire
trucks, and other emergency vehicles from
reaching out to those in need of help and
relief in time.
Do not use the phone
unless there is an
emergency.
Comply
with
the
statements
and
warnings of competent
authorities and experts
only in case of a
disaster. Do not give
credit to rumors.

If you are in the dark, use
a flashlight.
Do not use any matches
or turn on the lights until
you make sure that there
is no gas leakage.
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FIRE

Fire is a constant element of everyday life that must
we must be aware of. Hundreds of people lose their
lives, get injured or incur considerable material
losses in fires that occur in our country every year.
Research indicates that the most significant reason
behind the excessive magnitude of loss of life and
property in fires is lack of education. Fire occurs as a
result of contact of flammable materials with air
after they heat up to the flammability limit.
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CAUSES OF FIRE
Electricity
Natural gas and bottled gas leakage
Heaters such as stoves, etc.
Flammable, combustible liquids

AGAINST FIRE RISK
Keep a fire extinguisher.
Install smoke alarms.
Do not plug numerous electric appliance to
one socket.
Replace frayed or defective wires.
Do not store flammable items near stoves and
heaters.
Warn children against playing with fire.
Conduct a fire drill every year with all your
family members.
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RULES TO BE FOLLOWED DURING A FIRE

HOW TO USE FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

If fire is small, put it out immediately.
Shout “Fire!”.
Call 110 (Fire Department).
If smoke or burning smell is coming off from
a room, touch the door and do not open if
the door is hot as this would lead to an
explosion.
Close the door of the room in which the fire
broke out.
Warn everybody in the building.
Evacuate the building in accordance with
evacuation rules without panicking and using
the fire escape, if any.
If you cannot get out of where you are, show
yourself to people outside by waving a piece
of cloth.
Cover your mouth with a wet cloth and
breathe in and out close to the ground so as
not to be affected by the smoke.
Go to the pre-designated meeting area in
your Family Disaster Plan and wait there.

1. Pull the Pin: Pull the pin parallel to the
ground.

2. Direct to Fire Source:

Hold the fire
extinguisher from below and direct it to the
fire. Avoid breathing poisonous gas in and be
aware of burning pieces that may stick on
you.

3. Spray: Spray the fire extinguisher to the fire

from a certain distance. Get close when the
fire starts to be put out.

4. Sweep: Widen the area where you sprayed

the fire-extinguishing material by making
sweeping motions until the fire is put out. If
the fire is not extinguished, draw back and
evaluate the situation after the first
intervention.

PLEASE NOTE: A fire extinguisher
that has been sprayed once must be
re-filled even if it has not been
emptied out completely.
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IF YOUR CLOTHES ARE ON FIRE:
STOP - Running causes flames to increase
due to the oxygen in the air.

LIE DOWN - Standing causes flames to
quickly advance to vital organs.

LIE DOWN

ROLL - Roll on the ground to extinguish the
fire.

STOP
ROLL
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FLOOD

PREPARATION BEFORE THE FLOOD
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Learn the flood exposure risk of your area.
Do not settle, camp or park your car in
floodplains.
Learn the flood warning signs, local early
warning systems in the region and follow the
media tools that may be used.
Learn whether your building is under the water
level and the history of that region in relation
to floods.
Identify safe places inside and outside your
building that are high and have a low risk of
flooding.
Follow weather reports and news in case of
risk of flooding in every rainfall.
If you live in a region where flooding occurs
frequently, have items such as plywood, plastic
panels, wheelbarrow, nails, hammer, saw,
shovel, sandbags in hand.
Take necessary precautions against the risk of
water returning from wastewater pipes inside
your house.

f
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SAFE CONDUCT PRINCIPLES
Designate an acquaintance who lives at a
distance that will not be affected by the flood
so that family members can reach each other
easily during flooding. Make use that other
family members know this person’s name,
telephone number, and address.

DURING THE FLOOD
Bring valuables to upper floors or lift them
higher.
Fill bathtubs and containers with clean water
against the risk of the contamination of running
water.

Show family members how and when to switch
off electricity, water, natural gas.

Prepare a flashlight, batteries, food, beverage, a
first aid kit and necessary medication, a blanket
or a sleeping bag, durable shoes, cash, valuables,
etc. to be picked up easily during the flood.

Designate where to go (meeting areas) when
the building is to be evacuated.
Conduct plans and drills for the evacuation of
the building during a flood.

Move materials and belongings outside the
building inside or tie them down.

Store valuable documents such as insurance
policy, etc. in special cases or waterproof
containers.

Do not use the phone unless it is absolutely
necessary.

Hang the telephone numbers of units such as
emergency service, police, fire department, etc.
to a visible place. Teach your children how and
when to call them.

Unplug electrical home appliances except for
those whose use is absolutely necessary, switch
off some fuses and valves.

Make a family disaster plan.

Be prepared to flee to higher and safe locations
(by taking your emergency materials with you as
planned earlier) if required by competent
authorities.

Do not give credit to rumors.

Take out a flood insurance.

Implement what needs to be done during the
flood and evacuate the area immediately.
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If an electric wire falls on your vehicle, stay
inside the vehicle until the power is cut off. If
you have to leave your vehicle due to fire or
any other reason, jump out of the vehicle
without touching the ground with your feet
and avoiding contact with the vehicle with all
parts of your body.

WHEN THE FLOOD WARNING IS ISSUED!
If You Are Inside a Building:
Continue following weather reports and news
through radio.
Take the materials that were prepared to be
used in an emergency with you.

If You Are Outside:

Switch off all electrical home appliances, fuses,
and valves.

Move to a higher location and wait.

Do not use the phone unless it is absolutely
necessary.
Do not forget about your dependent family
members, disabled persons, and pets.

Electricity is not transmitted by metal objects
only. Keep away from puddles, garden fences,
trees and other wet objects that may have been
in contact with disconnected electric wires.

Be prepared to leave your house when
required.

Do not walk into floodwater whose bottom is
invisible or that has risen to ankle-length.

If You Are In a Vehicle:

AFTER THE FLOOD

Do not go into any floodwater whose bottom
is invisible by car. If you encounter floodwater,
stop and do not go into any other direction.

Do not return your home unless it is permitted
by the local administration, do not go to the
disaster zone out of curiosity.

Use designated evacuation roads instead of
shortcuts.

Do not enter your building if it is still surrounded
by water.

Abandon your vehicle immediately if it has
broken down and stopped, do not try to push it.

Help your neighbors, the elderly and the
disabled.
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Do not touch any ruptured wire or electrical
appliance in a flooded area. Instead of trying to
pull and rescue people who have been
shocked by electricity, try to cut off electricity
unless you are wet.

Check the building from the foundations to
the roof against the risk of collapse and fall
before entering it and drain the floodwater
from the building slowly. In addition, please
take the landslide risk in the area into
consideration.

Do not use appliances without checking or
drying them first.

Instead of flaming lighting fixtures such as
torches, lighters, lanterns, and candles, use
searchlights or flashlights in case of gas
leakages, inflammable and explosive materials.

The flood may have swept away or collapsed a
part of a road. Check the depth of the road
before going into submerged roads.

Incidents such as electric shock, carbon
monoxide poisoning, muscle injury, thermal
stress caused by still air, over temperature and
humidity, respiratory disorder, contamination
through chemical materials, fire, asphyxia, etc.
occur frequently during flood cleaning. Check
whether there are any cracks and punctures in
gas and water pipes and any electrical wires
and parts underwater against the risk of fire.

Have competent authorities check cesspools,
contaminated tanks, and wastewater systems
so that damage to human health can be
avoided after the flood.
Dispose of food affected by the flood and
vegetables and fruits carried by flood water. Do
not drink water except bottled water, use well
water only after a certain amount of water was
drawn from the well and the water drawn has
been boiled.

If the mains electricity has been cut off, lights
or lamps have become dull or flickering, turn
off all electrical appliances except for one
lamp.

Take photographs of damaged buildings and
belongings for insurance processes.
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AVALANCHE

BEFORE THE AVALANCHE
Do not establish new settlements in avalanche
zones.
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Do not remove trees and vegetation from
valleys. Do not damage FORESTS.
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Do not go to areas under avalanche risk when
it is snowing.

DURING THE AVALANCHE
Move away from the area swiftly depending
on the magnitude of the avalanche, width of
the path and the existence of safe places
nearby.
Try to reach fringe areas where the
avalanche is slower and the height is lower.
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AFTER THE AVALANCHE

Use a tool that gives off noise and light.

If you are stuck in an avalanche during the flow;

If you have a stick or a similar tool, try to
make rescue teams see the stick by sticking it
higher up the snow.

Try to stand up by pushing the ground strongly
through sticking your legs and arms to each
other.

You may try to dig your vehicle out of snow.
However, stay in your vehicle if you feel
unsafe while digging.

Try to keep above the snow by making
swimming motions.
Cover your mouth and nose with your clothes
so as not to get snow in your upper respiratory
tract.
If you are in a vehicle, kill the engine and lights.
Do not smoke or start a fire to preserve the
oxygen level.
Make a call if you have any communication
devices.
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LANDSLIDE

WARNING SIGNS OF LANDSLIDE
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Water leaks and waterlogged areas that were
not in existence before emerge in the land.
Cracks and fractures come into being in the land.
Downslope bending and tilting is observed in
utility poles, fences, and trees.
Cracks and fractures come into being in roads.
Ever widening cracks emerge in building
floorings and walls.
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BEFORE THE LANDSLIDE
When warning signs of the landslide are observed
in the land and houses during the months when
constant and heavy rainfall occurs, inform
competent authorities immediately and evacuate
your home quickly.
DURING THE LANDSLIDE
If you are indoors,
If you do not have enough time to leave the
building, perform the KNEEL DOWN COVER - HOLD ON motion in a safe place.
If you are outdoors,
Do not stand in the direction of the landslide.
Move away from the area immediately.
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RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE INDIVIDUAL IN
MINIMIZING LANDSLIDE DAMAGES

AFTER THE LANDSLIDE
Do not walk around dangerous walls, roofs,
and chimneys.
Do not approach the affected area with
inflammable materials in case of gas leakage.
Support those who are injured or in need of
help.
Act in accordance with the directions of
competent authorities.
Do not enter damaged buildings to take
belongings.

Consult geologists concerning problem areas
in terms of landslide.
Avoid excavation works that eliminate support
under steep slopes and construction works
by and in the base of steep slopes. Moreover,
do not pour filling materials (waste,
excavation materials etc.) on slanted slopes.
Before land purchase, share and construction
works, obtain information from relevant
institutions and organizations and decide
accordingly.
Do not change the watercourse without
receiving approval from engineers. Do not
build civil engineering constructions that may
trigger a landslide.
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FOREST
FIRE

BEFORE THE FOREST FIRE
Do not enter forests and afforestation areas
under conservation.
Do not light a fire to boil water or cook.
Do not discard unextinguished cigarettes,
matches in the forest.
Do not try to clear out farmlands by stubble
burning.
Ask electric utility companies or local
administrators to prune the branches of trees
that are close to electric wires.
Cut the weed and bushes around buildings
that are close to forests regularly. Prune
branches close to houses.
Do not store easily flammable materials such
as straws near houses.
Take the necessary precautions to prevent
sparks from flying out of chimneys and have
your chimneys cleaned at least twice a year.
Clean out dry branches and leaves in gutters.
Use specifically designated picnic areas, put
out the burning fire completely and clean the
used area.
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As broken pieces of glass may lead to forest
fires by acting like a magnifying glass, do not
leave any glass and similar waste materials in
the forest.
Plant trees that do not burn easily such as plane
and willow in forests.

Move all flammable materials around your
house inside.
Water your house’s chimney, surrounding grass
and trees.
Wear long-sleeved clothes to be protected
from heat.
Help those depending on you and the disabled.
Go to a safer place with your pets, if any, as
soon as possible.

DURING THE FOREST FIRE
Call the 117 Fire Incident Report Line
immediately.
Listen to the warnings made via mass media
and implement them.
Fill the containers and bathtubs in your house
with clean water.
Drink as much water as you can frequently as
breathing hot air in leads to dehydration.

AFTER THE FOREST FIRE
Help those who have been affected by the fire.
Support the reestablishment of the ecological
balance by starting afforestation works in areas
affected by the fire.
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